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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
A Special Planning District (SPD) is a neighborhood plan and zoning overlay district designed to help
neighborhoods identify and implement programs and actions that will help conserve or revitalize their
area. With the submittal of petitions signed by more than 50 percent of the property owners, Residents of
the Royal Palm Neighborhood requested the Planning Commission to initiate a Special Planning District
for the neighborhood bounded by 7th and 19thAvenues, from Northern to DunlapAvenues. (See Map 1).
The residents' vision for the Royal Palm neighborhood is to provide a safe, clean, well-maintained
neighborhood where people of any age or race can enjoy security, leisure time activity, and social
interaction as well as privacy. To achieve the vision, residents identified seven goals stated at the time of
the SPD initiation. These were:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Ensuring appropriate land use;
Maintaining all current zoning;
Developing a stronger sense of community and identity as a neighborhood;
Strengthening communications among neighbors;
Providing safe circulation for pedestrians, cyclists, skaters, equestrians, children and vehicles;
Bringing an appropriate focus to the Royal Palm Park as a core asset of the neighborhood; and,
Continuing to strengthen relations between residents and businesses around our neighborhood

These goals guided the preparation of the SPD by the City Planning Department staff, per direction
provided by the Planning Commission and City Council on June 25, 1997 and July 2, 1997, respectively.
As required by Ordinance, the draft plan was submitted to all property owners within the SPD boundaries.
Approximately 97 percent of those responding to a poll taken in July, 1998 supported the plan, allowing it
to proceed to public hearing.
Neighborhood Initiative
In November 1996 a neighborhood meeting was held to discuss various pressures on the Neighborhood,
e.g. traffic and zoning. Over 30 residents attended this meeting and proposed that one step to solve some
of these issues was to become a Special Planning District. At that meeting a committee of 15 residents
volunteered to lead the effort and guide the planning process for the SPD. Since then almost 400 residents
have participated in meetings, workshops, petition drive, communications, survey and traffic studies that
have culminated in this Plan. Five Neighborhood meetings and 24 committee meetings were conducted
in the last 18 months, reporting on the intent of the Plan, progress and inviting residents to participate in
the process. Fifty-two volunteers have spent over 2,400 hours collecting signatures on petitions,
participating in planning meetings, supporting the plan at City hearings, drafting the Neighborhood goals
and objectives and helping the Planning Department staff develop the following Special Planning District
Plan.
Summary of the Royal Palm Neighborhood Plan
The Plan reviews land use, traffic circulation, community character and security issues within the Royal
Palm area. It presents goals and objectives (see pages 15 to 16) the residents defined from the original
overall neighborhood goals. These are based on further discussion and analysis of the neighborhood
profile and existing conditions. These goals and objectives are the "what's" of the Plan, expressing the
values of the community and desired accomplishments. The policies (see page 17) are the "how's" of the
Plan. These are intended to guide the community residents, City officials and staff through various
decision making processes, as well as identify specific actions to implement Plan objectives. The Royal
Palm SPD is primarily a land use policy document. While it also contains recommendations for captiol
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recommendations for capital improvements, such as bike lanes, and other public processes, those actions
are to be pursued through normal City administrative procedures or neighborhood initiated actions.
The only regulatory aspect of the Plan (see pages 18 to 19) requires that all new subdividing of land for
residential development occur under the City's standard subdivision development option, unless the use
of the average lot or planned residential development options is approved through the rezoning public
hearing process. This provision encourages the residential type of development prevalent throughout the
Royal Palm Neighborhood and is intended to preserve that residential character.
Residents contributed ideas and reviewed drafts throughout the plan's preparation. However, the
successful implementation of the Plan requires coordination and cooperation among neighborhood
residents, City officials and staff.
Consistency with Phoenix General Plan
The Royal Palm SPD is consistent with the residential (2-5 dwelling units per acre) designation depicted
on the Phoenix General Plan Map. (See Map 2). This designation is consistent with the existing R1-6 and
R1-10 zoning and the single-family character of the area. The two shopping centers at 19th and Northern
and at 19th and Dunlap Avenues are designated for commercial use, as is the existing commercial activity
at 7th and Dunlap Avenues. While the Phoenix General Plan might allow consideration of commercial
or multifamily uses along the major boundary streets, the clear intent of the General Plan is to protect and
preserve the character of the area's single-family neighborhoods. Such preservation is of particular
importance to the Neighborhood given the higher intensity multifamily, residential, commercial and
industrial designation that exist to the north and west.
In addition to the goals and policies regarding neighborhood preservation found in the Land Use Element
of the General Plan, there are also more specific goals and policies for protecting neighborhoods found in
the Neighborhood and the Housing Elements. These emphasize the
importance that strong neighborhoods have to the vitality of the City, and provide direction to City
officials, staff and residents as to the means that neighborhoods may be sustained or enhanced.
Related Goals and Policies of the General Plan
Neighborhood Element
Goal : The City's Existing Neighborhoods Should Be Preserved and Enhanced
Policy: The City, in conjunction with neighborhood residents, the Village Planning Committees, and the
private sector, should take a proactive approach to preserving and enhancing its existing neighborhoods.
Goal : Neighborhood Character and Identity should Be Encouraged and Reinforced
Policies: The City should encourage and help to strengthen neighborhoods by:
Utilizing neighborhood associations and individuals registered with the Neighborhood Notification
Office as a means of disseminating and/or collecting information important to neighborhoods;
Providing technical assistance to neighborhood groups seeking to organize and resolve
neighborhood problems;
Taking the initiative to promote neighborhood organization, pride and planning through selected
programs and projects;
Recognizing neighborhood self-identification.
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Housing Element
Goal: Neighborhood Stability, Identity, Health and Safety Should BeAssured
Policies: 1) Designate Special Planning Districts.
2) Preserve and upgrade existing residential areas complementary to the overall character of
each urban village.
Other Citywide policies support the effort to achieve the goals and objectives of the Royal Palm SPD.
These include efforts to encourage appropriate development, actions that minimize traffic impacts within
residential neighborhoods, and actions that improve the appearance of residential areas.
History of the Royal Palm Neighborhood
Section 31, Township 3 North, Range 3 East described the Royal Palm Neighborhood in 1891-92 when
patents were filed on this section of land by Thomas Boyle and David Turner. Now, more than 100 years
later, the Royal Palm Neighborhood is also defined as bounded by 7th and 19th Avenues, from Northern
to DunlapAvenues.
With the completion of the Arizona Canal in 1885 agriculture became the major occupation in the area.
Water rights were granted to two hundred acres in Section 31 as early as the late 1880's. The first
ownership map available, dated 1914, indicates Section 31 had been divided into sixteen parcels. (See
Map 3). The map places the Diller family name in the northeast quadrant of the Section. The Diller
family developed the Diller orange, an early maturing orange which is now know as one of the Arizona
Sweets. This was planted in the area now east of 11th Avenue, north of Butler. By 1920 Northern Avenue
was a paved concrete farm to market road. The 1929 Ownership Map shows 28 parcels within the area.
Ide R. Miller, located at the southeast corner of 11th Avenue and Dunlap, was the manager of the Arizona
Citrus Growers Association during this period. In the early 1940's Roy Wayland raised Palominos on 80
acres which fronted Northern, from 11th to 15th Avenues. His prize stallion, Cream of Wheat, is buried
on the property.
The Lighting Z Ranch house stands at 7th Avenue, north of Why Worry Lane, where it was constructed in
the early 1900's. In the early 1920's D. W. Waddell moved into the area to oversee the Pleasant Dam
project (renamed Waddell Dam in 1965). The Territorial architecture of the Good Shepard Home for
Girls, which opened in 1929, can still be seen at the Albertson shopping center at 19th Avenue and
Northern. Residential development was beginning in earnest by the end of the 1940's. Today, 47
subdivisions have been developed in the Royal Palm Neighborhood.
In response to the Neighborhood's early elementary education needs, Rancho Solano opened on Dunlap,
west of 15th Avenue, in September 1962 and Montessori Center School on 19th Avenue opened in 1989.
The Montessori operates on the original farmstead of John Walsh, inventor of the electronic poker
machine. Citrus, dates, grapes and 400 rose bushes were once grown on the site.
Royal Palm Park was created from 29 acres purchased from Joe and Lorraine McCrary. In the tradition of
high community involvement, the Neighborhood conducted many meetings and interviews to determine
the residents' vision for the Park. In 1976, the land was contoured, the sprinkler system installed and trees
planted. The Thunderbird Fitness Course was dedicated in 1980, and the low lighting, children's
playground and speed humps at the entrance were in place by 1982.
Even though Royal Palm Neighborhood is a community of more than 1,400 households, it retains an open
rural atmosphere.
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CHAPTER II
NEIGHBORHOOD PROFILE
Setting
The Royal Palm Special Planning District neighborhood encompasses one square mile area (640 acres)
bounded by 7th and 19th Avenues, from Northern to Dunlap Avenue, each a major street. It is bisected by
two collector streets, 15th Avenue and Butler Drive. Centrally located on the south boundary of North
Mountain Village in City Council District 4, the area is generally a mature and stable residential enclave
offering a variety of single-family housing from traditional subdivisions to large lot, "horse or estate"
properties that add a charm not readily available elsewhere in the City. While there are vacant
developable lots on the perimeter, the interior is almost completely developed. Concern over potential
negative impacts that could be caused by development of the vacant land and the desire to maintain the
rural-like character of the neighborhood led residents to initiate the SPD. Residents are also concerned
about traffic on the two collector streets that bisect the community and about preserving the
neighborhood scale and character of Royal Palm Park.
Demographics
According to the 1995 Special Census, the area (Census Tract 1054) had a population of 3,798 people in
1,488 households. The following tables provide a comparison of population, household and housing
characteristics among the SPD, the North Mountain Village and the City of Phoenix.

Table 1
Population by Age and Retirement Status
Royal Palm SPD

North Mountain Village

City of Phoenix

Persons less than
18 years old

22%

31%

29%

Persons 55 years
and older

28%

18%

16%

Persons retired

17%

11%

10%

